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Unit nUmber  
and theme speaking 1

reading &  
critical thinking

langUage  
spotlight 1 writing

listening &  
note-taking

langUage  
spotlight 2 speaking 2

fUrther 
connections

1. edUcation 
and learning

discussion and survey:
personal learning styles 4
learning a language 4

Reading 1 – Science 101
scanning 6
Reading 2 – Students protest 

in Germany
gleaning the meaning 8
Reading 3 – Personal 

learning styles and learning 
strategies

skimming 8
identifying theme 9
comprehending 9
Reading 4 – Western 

education systems
reading a lengthy text 9

explanation paragraphs 12
reading and reviewing  

staging/structure/
schema 15

outlining stages 15
time discourse markers 15

genre: explanation
Writing 1
essay outlines 16
creating an outline 17
introductory 

paragraphs 18 
Writing 2
working out the 

staging 19
writing an essay 19
analysing register 20

Listening 1
markers which 

indicate main 
ideas 21

listening for specific 
information 22

Listening 2
listening for 

signals 22
note-taking for 

definitions 23 
Note-taking
getting a global view 

of a text 23
cd 1 – t3 
library orientation 

talk 21
cd 1 – t2 

the human 
senses 23

referencing and 
bibliographies 24

giving a spoken 
explanation 26

discussing a whole 
book 26

using the cross- 
references 27

time management 27
creating a personal 

timetable 27

2. society issues in society 30
collocations 31

Reading 1 – Extended families 
in ‘Western’ society

skimming 31
introducing the topic and 

vocabulary 33
skimming, scanning and 

reading in detail 34
finding meaning from 

context 36
differentiating between weak 

and strong evidence 36

cohesion through discourse 
signals 38

genre: argument
essay structure 39
paragraph 

development: 
supporting 
evidence 42

brainstorming 
ideas 43

writing an argument 
essay 44

predicting during the 
lecture 45

techniques for 
listening and 
note-taking 46

using symbols and 
abbreviations 48

note-taking for 
supporting 
information 48

cd 1 – t4 causes of 
crime 48

modality, critical 
thinking and the 
strength of evidence 
49

signposting in talks 52
short presentations 

with strong 
evidence 53

another look at 
supporting 
evidence 55

two stage self-
correction marking 
code 56

business topics for 
discussion and 
writing 57

3. science, 
technology 

and medicine

issues in science, technology 
and medicine 60 

Reading 1 – Pure scientific 
research is inspiring!

following stages in a written 
text 61

recognising style and 
purpose 63

Reading 2 – The 
mechanisation of agriculture

identifying main ideas 64

cohesion through discourse 
markers of deduction, 
example and summation 66

genre: discussion
essay structure 68
lexical cohesion 69
paragraph 

development: 
conclusions 71

writing a discussion 
essay 72

listening for 
mathematical 
information 75

recognising 
transitions between 
ideas 75

note-taking templates 
for discussion 77

cd 1 – t5 treating 
teenage obesity 75

definite articles 79 expressions for 
interrupting, 
suggesting, 
accepting and 
rejecting ideas 80

analysing questions: 
Which genre? 81

how to remember for 
longer 82
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Unit nUmber  
and theme speaking 1

reading &  
critical thinking

langUage  
spotlight 1 writing

listening &  
note-taking

langUage  
spotlight 2 speaking 2

fUrther 
connections

4. academic 
and literary 

english 

tutorial participation skills/
turn-taking 86

Reading 1 – Business 
management

examining an authentic 
university essay 87

staging and schema in an 
essay 88

bibliography and in-text 
referencing 92

Reading 2 – Credibility of 
information on the internet

evaluating website 
credibility 93

Reading 3 – Various text types
features and purposes of 

different texts 98

seven methods of paragraph 
writing 95

genre: various
note-taking from 

books 104
creative writing: 

poetry and 
narratives 105

listen for phrases that 
signal important 
points 107

note-taking of 
important 
points 107

analysis of language 
when listening 108

cd 1 – t6 the human 
senses 107

discourse cues 
of cause and 
effect 111

ellipses and 
substitution 113

extemporary speaking 
114

applying cause and 
effect markers115

5. the news 
consideration of issues 

around refugees 118
Reading: Two editorials
fact and opinion 118 
understanding newspaper 

editorials: intention, 
purpose, bias, 
persuasion 121 

reading and thinking 
critically 122

register 123
tracking main ideas 125
tracking participants 126
pronominal referencing 127

genre: non-fiction
extended paragraph 

writing 130
paraphrasing main 

ideas 131

staging in lectures and 
presentations 133

preparing for 
listening 134

note-taking and 
understanding key 
phrases 135

cd 1 – t7
albert bandura’s 

bobo doll 
experiment 135

tense review – perfect 
tenses 137

locating verbs in 
recounts 139

tracking 
participants 140

discussion about 
refugees 140

web search 141

critically considering 
information from a 
website 142

6. environment 
and lifestyle

issues around the 
environment 146

Reading 1 – Our world is one 
place

distinguishing between fact 
and opinion 147

academic style: avoiding 
emotional language 149

investigating plausibility of 
internet claims 149

Reading 2 – Reading outside 
class

reading outside class 150
Reading 3 – Waste disposal 

in Asia
skimming and scanning 151

future predictions: tenses and 
verbs 153

genre: research 
reports

Writing 1
describing/reporting 

numbers, charts 
and graphs 154

Writing 2
research projects and 

reports 157
paragraph 

development: 
abstracts and 
executive 
summaries 161

note-taking 
from detailed 
explanations 162

writing 
summaries 163

cd 1 – t8
ocean currents and 

climate change 162

reporting verbs in 
referencing 164

informal debate 165 
refuting, exemplifying, 

requesting further 
explanation 
and checking 
understanding 165

business topics for 
discussion and 
writing 166

7. learning 
on campUs

extending campus vocabulary 
170

tutorial participation skills and 
techniques 171

Reading – Preventing 
discrimination and 
harassment

using a text to assist in 
making and supporting 
judgments 175

reading from different points 
of view 176

avoiding personals 176 genre: argument 
revisited 

paragraph 
development: 
refuting 
arguments 177 

argument essays: 
refuting 
arguments 179

note-taking by 
annotating ppt 
slides 179

identifying speaker’s 
attitude 181

cd 1 – t9
funding for 

education 171 
cd 1 – t10
how memory 

works 181

hypothesising and 
speculating 182

unreal conditionals 
183

discussion: what 
is the purpose 
of higher 
education? 184

academic requests 
and replies 185

speaking outside 
class 187

business and 
education topics 
for discussion and 
writing 187
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Unit nUmber  
and theme speaking 1

reading &  
critical thinking

langUage  
spotlight 1 writing

listening &  
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fUrther 
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8. world 
bUsiness and 

economics

world economics and world 
trade 190

extending vocabulary 190

Reading 1 – Population 
growth

key words about population 
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Reading 2 – Economics and 
governments: Who calls the 
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reading an extract 192
global look at a text 193
Reading 3 – Trade and more 
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noun group and 
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cause and effect; result and 
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modal verbs 199

genre: exposition
Writing 1
paragraph 

development 
revisited 200

Writing 2
converting 

description into 
comparison 202

metaphor and 
simile 203

 Writing 3
exposition schema: 

argument and 
discussion 204

locating in-text 
references 205

listening and note-
taking for main 
ideas 206 

cd 2 – t1
trade and more 

trade 206

nominalisation 206
removing 

personals 206
moving from spoken 

and active to 
passive 208

unpacking 
nominalisation 208

preparing and 
presenting a 
talk 210

vocabulary 
enlargement: 
vocabulary in 
context 210

9. langUage 
and 

commUnication

issues in language 214 Reading 1 – The road to 
diversity

following essay structure: 
finding implied meaning 218

Reading 2 – English around 
the world

main ideas: authentic student 
essay 218

further referencing 221

review of articles 222 genre: extended 
essays

Writing 1 
analysing essay 

questions 223
paragraph 

development: 
transitioning 
between ideas 227

multi-stage essay 
questions 227

Writing 2
short answer 

questions 227

Listening 1
Cornell Method of 

note-taking 228
using notes for 

assignments 231
Listening 2
listening outside 

class 231
cd 2 – t2
rhetorical 

techniques 229

Language of 
persuasion 231

persuasion 234
poster session 235

research: evaluating 
internet 
directories 236

short oral 
presentations 236

10. cUltUres cultural differences in 
business 240

expressing customs through 
language 240

Reading 1 – Culture: What 
does it mean?

analysis of culture essay 241
stages; tracking, discourse 

signals, tense, 
referencing 244

Reading 2 – Cross-cultural 
communication

lecture about cross-cultural 
communication 246

constructing nominalisations 
from concepts 249

deconstructing 
nominalisations 249

genre: overview
essay analysis 250
summary writing 251
writing 

conclusions 251

synthesis of strategies 
and skills 252 

cd 2 – t3
cross-cultural 

communication 253

simile and 
metaphor 253

review of introductory 
paragraphing 254

cross-cultural 
comparison around 
political protest 255

cultural 
understanding or 
misunderstanding? 
255
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